Whitepaper

PC-based data acquisition board for dynamic current measurement: The ADQ-412 is suitable for measuring both stand-by and current peaks.
The measurement ranges are ±25 mA and ±50 A. Both ranges are equipped with a high-precision shunt resistor by Isabellenhütte.

Dynamic Current Measurement
– Whether you are measuring a stand-by current or quick current peaks –
Multimeters and oscilloscopes are not the ideal choice.
The ALLDAQ ADQ-412 is a better solution.
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Most developers and test engineers know, that any measurement is not always what it is supposed to be. When it comes to current measurement, most people think of a simple multimeter or a current clamp. But what about in automated testing environments, as they are becoming increasingly important for quality assurance?
Although the measurements seem easy at first, the actual scenario is more complicated. The reason is that various factors must be considered, when it comes to the actual measurement set-up. Here are a few key points:
• Simple wiring of the test to prevent excessive resistances in the setup
• Changing of the measurement range shouldn’t require reconfiguration
• Dynamic measurement is important
• Very high resolution down to the µA-range should be possible
• Low temperature drift
• User-calibration of the entire system including the adaptation
• Electrically floating separation between the channels increases signal integrity and protection
With these factors in mind, ALLDAQ has developed a Compact PCI-board for fast, exact, and most importantly a gapfree current measurement from 1 µA to 50 A. In an example looking at both stand-by and peak current we can compare two methods: Conventional testing using benchtop testers and PC-based measurement.

Measuring the Standby Current
A 6.5 digit multimeter like the Rigol DM3068 is capable to accurately measure both AC and DC currents down to the
µA range at frequencies around 10 kHz. When checking the measurement setup it becomes apparent, that the multimeter itself adds its own noise to the measurement. This is relatively high compared to the signal to be measured, but
it meets the SNR-value specified by the manufacturer.

Measuring current peaks: This measurement set-up with shunt resistors and oscilloscope is not suitable for a correct measurement.

A typical application for such a standby current measurement is the quality inspection at the end of a production line.
The current test should be inside an envelope, which defines the device as “PASS“ or “FAIL“.
As soon as short bursts of current are to be measured as the ones that occur as soon as the device is powered up, the
multimeter is no longer appropriate. A multimeter is only capable to measure the effective (RMS) values of periodic
signals of up to 10kHz. As a result, a relatively complicated setup using a shunt and an oscilloscope is used. The current
loss over the shunt is measured to define the current. However the 8 bit vertical resolution of a standard scope are not
precise enough to correctly measure the current peaks. In addition to this, different shunts must be used for different
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current ranges. Switches and other components cause undefinable trace resistances that cannot be compensated for.
Another inconvenience is the loss of power at the moment of switching between the ranges. This is an important factor, as the device under test might enter another mode when the power is lost, such as re-booting.

Measuring current peaks: This measurement set-up with shunt resistors and oscilloscope is not suitable for a correct measurement.

A PC-Based High Speed Current Measurement
The ALLDAQ ADQ-412 CompactPCI board is an interesting all-in-one solution for this kind of current measurement in
an industrial environment. The wide range of current measurement is made possible by individual ±25 mA and ±50 A
ranges. Both are fitted with a highly precise Isabellenhütte shunt resistor at 10 Ω for the ±25 mA and 5 mΩ for the
±50 A range. The switching between the two ranges is without an interruption of the circuit. The ADQ-412 generates
an interrupt, if the current measurement of either channel goes over or below given thresholds in the ±25 mA range.
These interrupts can be used in the user’s application to switch the ranges. In any case the board automatically switches to the 50 A range as soon as the 25 mA are surpassed by 12.5 %.

Measuring of stand-by current and current peaks with ALLDAQ ADQ-412
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18 bit High Resolution A/D Converter
Both channels are fitted with an 18 bit A/D converter that simultaneously samples at 1.6 MS/s. This allows the ADQ-412
to acquire square waves at 20 kHz with great precision. The signals can be acquired as single values or timer controlled.
The acquisition can also be started and stopped using the TTL trigger inputs (RP-SMA connectors). The floating channels allow for full-differential measurement, so no grounds are shared between channels or the PC. This is a feature
rarely offered by conventional PC-based DAQ devices. An isolated analog channel that is populated with active components like an A/D converter must be supplied by a DC/DC converter and the digital data must be transfered to the PC
via an opto-coupler or inductive coupling. The DC/DC converter used on the ADQ-412 offers a 700 V isolation, allowing
AC measurements and high voltage DC measurements even with inverted polarities. All this offers top of the line security.

Comparison of a stand-by current: Left with the Rigol DM3068 and right with the ADQ-412

Comparison power up current: Left with the Rigol DM3068 and right with the ADQ-412

The electrical output power as important characteristic
Current is always to be seen in close relation to the voltage. Without a difference in potential that drive the electrons
there is no current flow. The resulting electric power as product of voltage and current is the basis of many product
specifications, such as power required by components or power generated in alternating currents. The high voltage
protection of the ADQ-412 can be described in the following calculation. The RMS of European three-phase power
grids and their delta connection of L1 to L2, L1 to L3 and L2 to L3 at a voltage of 230 V × √3 result in 400 V. Furthermore the relevant peak voltage of the three-phase system can be derived as 400 V × √2 = 565 V. This proves that the
700 V isolation voltage offered by the ADQ-412 lies well above this limit. Further versions of this series focusing on
power measurement will follow.
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The DAQ-board ADQ-412-cPCI in detail:
• Current measurement between a few µA and 50 A
• 2-way isolation (channel to channel and channel to PC
ground)
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• Ranges are switched without interruption to DUT-power
ST2
supply
• Interrupt when ±25 mA thresholds are over- or under
value
• Timer and software timed acquisition of signals
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• High 20 kHz bandwidth for current measurement

• Short-term overvoltage protection

ADQ-412

Isolation

• Two channels with individual ±25 mA and ±50 A ranges
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Trigger logic
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• Start-/Stop-trigger via Software or ext. digital-trigger

Interrupt

Address-/
data bus

• Two TTL-trigger inputs (RP-SMA connectors)
CompactPCI interface

• Two RP-SMA to BNC adapters included

Software Support
The driver supports the Windows operating systems Vista (SP 2)/7/8/8.1. Linux drivers on request. Programming support (SDK) for high level languages C++, C#, Visual Basic and Pascal including examples and help files is provided. As
well as a library with Virtual Instruments (VIs) for LabVIEW and a MATLAB interface are standard and help users to get
started quickly.

User Adjustment
All analog ALLDAQ boards can be adjusted by the user in order to take the field
wiring into consideration. Depending on the application, specific adjustment data
can be stored into an EEPROM on the board in addition to the values of the factory
adjustment that cannot be deleted by the user. You can switch between factory and
user adjustment at any time using the ALLDAQ-Manager.
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User adjustment of the ADQ-412
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ADQ-Express – The open measuring platform as a cost-efficient solution

High
performance,

open for PXI,
low price

Rugged CompactPCI sub-system for data acquistion and control boards.
Transparent access to the measurement hardware via a PCI Express bus
extension. Also the integration of PXI boards is possible. All systems will
be configured individually according to your needs and can be easily and
cost-effectivly integrated in variable test environments.

ALLDAQ boards in overview

Art. No.

Description

ADQ-10-cPCI

107163

CompactPCI digital I/O board, 16 isolated DIs, 16 isolated DOs, 16 TTL DIOs

ADQ-10-PCIe

107162

PCI Express digital I/O board, 16 isolated DIs, 16 isolated DOs, 16 TTL DIOs

ADQ-22-PCIe

115549

PCI Express digital I/O board, 32 isolated DIs with filter, 32 isolated DOs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-22-cPCIS

115550

CompactPCI Serial digital I/O board, 32 isolated DIs with filter, 32 isolated DOs, 8 TTL
DIOs

ADQ-23-PCIe

115551

PCIe digital I/O board, 24 isolated DIs with filter, 16 isolated DOs, 8 relays (type C),
8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-23-cPCIS

115552

CompactPCI Serial digital I/O board, 24 isolated DIs with filter, 16 isolated DOs,
8 relays (type C), 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-212-cPCI

128411

CompactPCI multi I/O board, 16 bit ADC up to 500 kHz, 16 differential analog inputs
(±20 V), 32 bi-directional TTL digital I/Os (level switchable: 3,3V/5V), counter (8254)

ADQ-215-cPCI

128412

CompactPCI multi I/O board, 16 bit ADC up to 500 kHz, 16 differential analog inputs
(±50 V), 32 bi-directional TTL digital I/Os (level switchable: 3,3V/5V), counter (8254)

ADQ-255-cPCI

122581

CompactPCI measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 16 bit 250 kS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-256-cPCI

122582

CompactPCI measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 16 bit 2 MS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-258-cPCI

122583

CompactPCI measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 18 bit 1.6 MS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-255-PCIe

126175

PCI-Express measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 16 bit 250 kS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-256-PCIe

126176

PCI-Express measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 16 bit 2 MS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-258-PCIe

126177

PCI-Express measurement board with 8 potential-free voltage inputs, 18 bit 1.6 MS/s
ADCs, 2 ext. trigger inputs, 8 TTL DIOs

ADQ-412-cPCI

111757

CompactPCI current measurement board with 2 potential-free analog inputs for
current up to 50 A

ADQ-614-cPCI

127288

CompactPCI analog output board with 4 potential-free voltage outputs, range: ±10 V,
16 bit DAC up to 500 kS/s, ext. trigger, 8 digital-I/Os

ADQ-618-cPCI

127289

CompactPCI analog output board with 8 potential-free voltage outputs, range: ±10 V,
16 bit DAC up to 500 kS/s, ext. trigger, 8 digital-I/Os
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